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Experimental measurement of the electron energy distribution function in the radio frequency
electron cyclotron resonance inductive discharge
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Recently, the existence of electron cyclotron resonance~ECR! in a weakly magnetized inductively coupled
plasma ~MICP! has been evidenced@ChinWook Chunget al., Phys. Rev. Lett.80, 095002 ~2002!#. The
distinctive feature of the ECR effect in the MICP is efficacious heating of low-energy electrons. In the present
paper, electron heating characteristics in the MICP have been investigated by observing electron energy
distribution function dependencies on various external parameters such as gas pressure, driving frequency, and
rf power ~electron density!. It is found that the ECR effect on electron heating becomes enhanced with
decreasing pressure or increasing driving frequency. The ECR heating becomes weak at high rf power due to
the electron-electron collisions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inductively coupled plasma~ICP! source is one of the
promising plasma devices for semiconductor manufactu
and a light source@1#. Many researchers have investigated
heating mechanism and plasma characteristics at low p
sure where the collisionless heating mechanism is domin
@2–6#. Two types of ICP reactors are available. They dif
by chamber shape and antenna position. One is planar
having a planar coil at the top of the chamber. The othe
the solenoidal type having a solenoidal coil wound arou
the side of the chamber.

To improve ICP characteristics in terms of processing
weakly magnetized ICP~MICP! was suggested and exper
mental results indicated that a proper application of a w
external magnetic field to the planar ICP could impro
many discharge characteristics of the ICP such as elec
heating efficiency, uniformity, plasma potential, and impe
ance matching@7#. Its application to the oxide etching re
vealed signs of less damage to the silicon surface with
creasing etch rate and selectivity@8#.

In terms of plasma physics, the role of the weak magn
field on ICP characteristics has been theoretically inve
gated@9#. A few experiments under low magnetic field@10–
12# have focused on the effect of Trivelpiece-Gould waves
surface waves on helicon plasma sources. Recently, the
istence of electron cyclotron resonance~ECR! in rf inductive
discharge is found and its direct evidence through the e
tron energy distribution function~EEDF! measurement is re
ported@13#. In Ref. @13#, it is observed a significant chang
in the low-energy range of the EEDF at the ECR conditio
indicating the existence of collisionless ECR heating in
MICP. It is noted that not electron density but electron te
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perature is at a maximum near the ECR condition, which
one of the reasons the rf ECR had not been reported: m
researchers had expected that electron density will be
maximum at the ECR condition@14–18#.

As a continuous study, this paper investigates the E
heating characteristics by measuring the EEDF at vari
conditions with changing pressure, driving frequency, and
power. The results show that the heating of low-energy e
trons is enhanced with increasing system collisiona
nen /v. At high rf power ~high electron density!, the ECR
heating becomes weak due to the electron-electron c
sions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The measurement is made in a planar inductive discha
reactor in Fig. 1. An external Helmholtz coil with an inne
diameter of 37 cm and a width of 7 cm is installed to ma
a dc magnetic field, and the dc magnetic field, having a
uniformity within the reactor, is generated up to 50 G.
one-turn copper coil with a diameter of 15 cm is wound up
a pyrex plate of 21 cm in diameter and 1.5 cm thick. T
distance between the grounded substrate and antenna
cm. rf power~ENI, model A1000! up to 1000 W with fre-
quencies from 0.3 to 35 MHz can be delivered to the c
through an alternative matching network. The reflec
power is monitored and the matching circuit is retuned
necessary to keep the reflection under 1%.

III. THE EEDF MEASUREMENT

A. A single Langmuir probe

A Langmuir probe made of tungsten wire 4 mm long a
0.1 mm in diameter is placed in the center of the cham
(r 50 cm andz57.5 cm!. As presented in Ref.@19#, the
probe system consists of a small measurement probe a
©2004 The American Physical Society06-1
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floating-loop reference probe with a resonant filter@20# that
reduces rf distortion of the probe characteristics. The ef
of the weak magnetic field on the Langmuir probe is neg
gible because the probe radius is much smaller than elec
gyro radius@21#. The probe sweep is done at 1 Hz and t
frequency of the superposed signal is 10 kHz with an am
tude less than 0.5 V. Data are averaged in a digital osc
scope and transferred to a PC through a general pur
interface bus~GPIB!.

Electron energy distribution often departs significan
from the Maxwellian in a low-pressure discharge. For e
ample, the electron energy distributions of low-pressure
gon CCP@22# and an argon ICP@23# in the E-mode are
given, which can be approximated by a two-temperat
Maxwellian. For a non-Maxwellian and isotropic distribu
tion, a Druyvesteyn analysis for the EEDF measurement
popular and reliable. The second derivative with respec
the probe potential is proportional to the electron ene
probability function~EEPF!, ge(e), and related to the EEDF
f e(e)5e1/2ge(e), by the Druyvesteyn formula:

f e~e!5
2me

e2Ap
S 2eV

me
D 1/2

I p9~V!, eV[e, ~1!

wheree and me are electron charge and mass, respectiv
I p9 is the second derivative with respect to the probe pot
tial, V5Vp2Vb is the probe potential referenced to th
plasma dc space potential, andAp is the surface area of th
probe tip. Electron densityne and effective temperatureTe f f
can be calculated from the EEPFf e(e) @24#.

For the acquisition of the EEDF, the ac signal superpo
tion method is used@19,25#. The ac superposition techniqu
which has the advantage of low output noise, is used for
acquisition of the second derivative of the probe characte
tic which is proportional to the EEPF. This technique is t
method of superposing an ac signalvac on the probe and
detecting a harmonic component corresponding to the
rivative. Several techniques of ac signal combinations
available for vac and the detection frequency compone
@26#. The measuring circuit and a Langmuir probe system
shown in Ref.@19#.

FIG. 1. Sketch of chamber system.
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B. A plane probe

To verify that the EEDF is isotropic at the ECR conditio
we measured the EEDF at the same conditions and pos
of the single Langmuir probe by a plane probe shown in F
2. The plane probe was constructed to measure the EED
the parallel and perpendicular directions to the magn
field. The current to the probe is given as follows:

I e5eE
vmin

`

f'~v'!v'dv' , ~2!

wherev' is velocity perpendicular to the probe surface,f' is

FIG. 2. Sketch of a plane probe.

FIG. 3. The EEPFs in both direction~parallel and perpendicular!
to the magnetic field~13.56 MHz, 1 mTorr, and 200 W!.
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FIG. 4. The pressure dependence of the ECR heating at rf power 150 W.~a! 2 mTorr, ~b! 5 mTorr, ~c! 15 mTorr.
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an electron energy distribution function in the direction p
pendicular to the probe surface, andvmin[@2e(Vp
2Vbias)/me#

1/2. Thus, we can obtain the energy distributio
function by taking the first derivative or the second deriv

FIG. 5. The effective electron temperatures from Fig. 4.
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tive of I-V curve (f'}dIe /dV, f'}dIe
2/dV2). In fact, in or-

der to properly apply a planar probe to the plasma, a li
care is needed. The probe width should be much larger t
the sheath for electrons to see the plane probe as an infi
plane and its radius should be smaller than the gyro radiu
neglect the magnetic field effect on probe characteristics.
made the planar probe keeping these problems in mind
checked out the probe characteristics during experiment.
obtained the EEPF from the second derivative of the
curve and measured it in both orientations to the magn
field by rotating the probe.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Isotropy of the EEDF at the ECR

Since the ECR heats electrons in the perpendicular di
tion to the magnetic field, the EEDF may have some anis
ropy at the ECR condition. In order to check out the isotro
of the EEDF, we measured the EEDFs in both~parallel and
perpendicular! directions to the magnetic field at the EC
condition using the plane probe. Figure 3 shows the EE
measured at very low pressure~1 mTorr! for Ar discharges.
As shown in Fig. 3, the EEPFs are nearly identical with ea
other indicating that the EEDF is isotropic even in the EC
condition.

This isotropization of the EEPF can be explained as c
lisional relaxation. For the EEDF to be isotropic, the ele
trons should suffer a large number of collisions within
lifetime t l5aL/uB (L is chamber length,uB is Bohm veloc-
ity, a is the ratio of density at edge to density at body!, which
is well-known isotropization criterion@27–29#. Typically, for
a weakly ionized plasma electron-neutral (e-n) collisions are
dominant collision process of electrons. In our experime
since the e2n collision frequencynen(;107) is much
higher thant l

21 (;105), the isotropization criterion is wel
satisfied.
6-3
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B. Pressure effect on the ECR

Figure 4 presents the EEPFs measured at various p
sures~2, 5, and 15 mTorr! for Ar discharges when 200 W r
power at 13.56 MHz is applied. The effective electron te
peratures obtained from Fig. 4 are given in Fig. 5. In lo
pressure regime~2 and 5 mTorr!, it is observed the depletion
of low-energy part of the EEDF near the ECR conditi
indicating the low-energy electrons are effectively heated
the ECR. As a result, the effective temperature near the E
increases from 3 to 4.4 eV for 2 mTorr and from 2.2 to 3
eV for 5 mTorr in comparison with magnetized cases. Fo
high pressure~15 mTorr!, the ECR effect is not distinctive
because of the following two reasons:~1! collisions with
neutral atoms break the ECR and~2! low-energy electrons in
an ICP without magnetic field are heated more efficiently
higher pressures@30#. The effective electron temperature
15mTorr is higher than that at 5mTorr, which seems to
unusual in the ICP. But in our ICP system without a Farad
shield, capacitive fields and inductive fields exist simul
neously before theE-H transition from the capacitive mod
to the inductive mode~low rf power!. In inductive mode, the
effective temperature is higher at lower pressure@31#. But in

FIG. 6. The EEPF evolution at 30 MHz~argon 2 mTorr, 400 W!.
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the capacitive mode of the ICP, the effective temperatur
higher at higher pressure due to the stochastic heating
the Ramsauer effect@32# as in capacitive discharge@22#.
Note that the effective temperature at 15 mTorr above 10
becomes lower than that at 5 mTorr although the tempera
at higher pressure is higher at 0 G. This is consistent w
Ref. @33# that the mode transition occurs by a magnetic fie

C. Frequency effect on the ECR

Figure 6 shows the measured EEPFs at high driving
quency~30 MHz!. In Fig. 7, the effective temperature an
the electron density derived from the EEPFs of Fig. 6
plotted as a function of magnetic field. Overall trends a
similar with the lower-frequency case except that the el
tron density starts to increase from the ECR. The elect
temperature, not the electron density, is still at its maxim
at the ECR condition. The increase in the effective elect
temperature more than doubles~from 1.7 to 3.6 eV! from 0
G to 11 G ~ECR!. The enhancement of the ECR effect
higher frequency was briefly discussed in Ref.@13#: the elec-
tron energy diffusion coefficient derived in the paper sho
sharper ECR peak at lower value ofnen /v ~thus at higher
frequency under fixed pressure!. Its physical origin is dis-

FIG. 7. The electron densities and electron temperature aga
the magnetic field from the EEPFs of Fig. 6.
e
FIG. 8. The EEPF dependenc
as a function of rf power at 30
MHz and at 2 mTorr.
6-4
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cussed in Ref.@30#. Whennen /v,1, bounce resonant elec
trons with axial velocityvz

res,n5v/kn or uv2vceu/kn play
an important role in ICP or MICP heating, wherekn
5np/L is wave number of thenth Fourier mode of electric
field andvce5eB0 /me is the electron cyclotron frequency
Slow electrons with velocityv less thanvz

res,n are not able to
be resonant with thenth mode of electric field and partici
pate in heating in the collisionless case. Since the bou
resonance velocity increases with increasing wave freque
the number of such inefficient electrons becomes large
high frequency. In this case, the application of magne
fields reduces the bounce resonance velocity and the num
of inefficient electrons decreases remarkably at the ECR c
dition. This is why the transition of EEDF by the ECR a
pears more clearly at high frequency.

D. RF power effect on the ECR

Since electron-electron (e-e) collision frequency is pro-
portional to electron density, the electron density is expec
to be one of the parameters to affect the ECR. To investig
the density effect, we delivered various rf powers~200, 300,
and 400 W! into the plasma. The EEPF power dependenc
shown in Fig. 8. The effective temperature from Fig. 8
given in Fig. 9. Thee-e collision frequencies calculated from
the Coulomb collision formula (nee

52.931026neTe
23/2 ln L) @19# in Fig. 10 show that thee-e

collision frequency increases with respect to rf power a
they do not increase steeply between 200 W and 300
because of the increase in the temperature. Thee-e collision
frequency at 200W decreases as the magnetic field incre
This shows that the increase in the electron temperatur
mainly caused not by thee-e collisions but the effect of the

FIG. 9. The effective electron temperatures from the EEPF
Fig. 8.
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magnetic field on electron heating. The EEPFs at 0 G evolve
from a bi-Maxwellian distribution to a Maxwellian distribu
tion due to thee-e collision as the rf power goes up. Not
that the effective electron temperatures at the ECR are
dependent on rf powers~electron densities! because the elec
tron energy diffusion term by interactions with electric fiel
is much larger than the diffusion term by thee-e collision at
the ECR condition. Due to thee-e collisions, the increase in
the effective temperature from 0 G to 11 G~ECR! decreases
as the rf power increases and the EEPF transition by the E
appears more clearly at lower density.

V. CONCLUSION

We checked an anisotropy degree of the EEDF at the E
condition through a plane probe and in result, the EEPFs
almost isotropic at the ECR. We investigated the ECR he
ing in a rf inductive discharge at various conditions~pres-
sure, frequency, and rf powers!. The ECR heating is very
sensitive to pressure and gets weak when the pressur
creases. The higher the frequency we applied to the plas
the stronger the ECR heating. The increase in the effec
electron temperature is reduced as rf power goes up.
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FIG. 10. The electron-electron collision frequency (nee) as a
function of rf power at various magnetic fields.
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